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1. place of historical interest
①Tian'anmen Square  in the middle of Square

See the Flag-raising ceremony

Every morning（different time)

The time of the flag-raising is the 
same as the time of the sun raising

Free

Regular Flag-raising ceremony

Festival  Flag-raising ceremony
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1. place of historical interest
①Tian'anmen Square  in the east of Square
National Museum of China
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1. place of historical interest
①Tian'anmen Square  in the east of Square

National Museum of China

Ancient collection
Modern collection
Wax work museum
Cinema  of museum

TICKET:
¥：30.00
$：4.50
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1. place of historical interest
①Tian'anmen Square  in the west of Square

the Great Hall of the People
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1. place of historical interest
①Tian'anmen Square  in the west of Square

the Great Hall of the People

•for national conferences 
•320 meters in length 
•206.5 meters in width
•171, 800 square meters
•the highest part in 40.5 meters
•use 10 months to construct
•truly grand modern structure

TICKET:
¥：30.00
$：4.50

http://www.apinpai.com/pic29340/�
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1. place of historical interest
①Tian'anmen Square  in the south of Square

Chairman Mao Zedong Memorial Hall

Please keep quiet

No photograph

Free

Don't carry with mineral water drinking etc for entry.
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1. place of historical interest
①Tian'anmen Square  in the north of Square

the Palace Museum(the Forbidden City)
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1. place of historical interest
①Tian'anmen Square  in the north of Square

the Palace Museum(the Forbidden City)
•It was enlisted in the World Heritage by UNESCO in 1988
•surrounded by 10-metre-high walls and a 52-metre-wide moat
•961 meters from north to south 
•753 meters from east to west
•covers an area of 720,000 square meters
•built from 1406 to 1420
•nearly six hundred years
•twenty-four emperors lived and ruled

yellow roofs 
vermilion walls 
painted ridges
carved beams

TICKET:
¥：70.00
$：10.00
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1. place of historical interest
①Tian'anmen Square  in the north of Square

the Palace Museum(the Forbidden City)
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1. place of historical interest
The Temple of Heaven

It was enlisted in the World Heritage by UNESCO in 1998

A complex of Taoist buildings

It was visited by the Emperors of the Ming and Qing dynasties for annual 

ceremonies of prayer to Heaven for good harvest.

It is much bigger than the Forbidden City（2,700,000 square meters）

built in 1420 A.D. during the Ming Dynasty

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Temple_of_Heaven,_Beijing,_China_-_010_edit.jpg�
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1. place of historical interest
The Temple of Heaven

TICKET:
¥：35.00
$：5.00
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1. place of historical interest
The Great Wall

It was enlisted in the World Heritage by UNESCO in 1987

It winds up and down across deserts, grasslands, mountains and plateaus
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1. place of historical interest
The Great Wall
8,851.8 kilometers (5,500 miles) from east to west of China
With a history of more than 2000 years
built, rebuilt, and maintained between the 5th century BC（ Qin Dynasty ）
and the 16th century （Ming Dynasty ）

TICKET:
¥：140.00
$：20.00
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1. place of historical interest
the Summer Palace

It was designated a World Heritage site by UNESCO in 1990.
It is the largest and best-preserved imperial garden in China.
Virtually ，it is a museum of traditional Chinese gardening .
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1. place of historical interest
the Summer Palace

294 hectares
It has a history of over 800 years

TICKET:
¥：60.00
$：9.00
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1. place of historical interest
The Old Summer Palace
It is known as the Gardens of Perfect Clarity or Brightness, and Garden of Gardens.
It used to be the most spectacular place in China during the late Qing dynasty in 
the 18th century
consisted Chinese traditional architecture and Western Renaissance-styled palace
It was burnt down in 1860 by the Anglo-French forces and in1900 robbed and 
damage at the hands of the Eight-Power Allied Forces. 

http://www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=A0CC79087376D872&search_query=%E5%9C%86%E6%98%8E%E5%9B%AD

TICKET:
¥：30.00
$：4.50
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2. places about Olympic Game
Bird's Nest

the main track and field stadium for the 2008 Summer Olympics 
used for the Opening and Closing ceremonies

the world's largest steel structure
330 meters (1080 ft) long
220 meters (720 ft) wide
69.2 meters (227 ft) tall
250,000 square meters
a capacity of 91,000 people 

TICKET:
¥：50.00
$：8.00
Enjoy in the night
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2. places about Olympic Game
Water Cube 
The National Aquatics Center.
The external roof and ceiling were made with lightweight transparent plastic 
known as ETFE (Ethylene tetrafluoroethylene-polymer) .
It is the largest, most complicated ETFE structure in the world.

177 meters (580 ft) long
177 meters (580 ft) wide
31 meters (102 ft) tall
80,000 square meters 
containing 17,000 standard seats
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2. places about Olympic Game
Five Pines Gymnasium

63,000 square metres
It was scaled back from its original design 
due to a 43% budget cut.
completed by the end of 2007
a capacity of 18,000 people
It was used for the baseball and basketball
match in 2008 Olympic Game

TICKET:
¥：30.00
$：4.50
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2. places about Olympic Game
Folding fan（The National Indoor Stadium）

80,900square metres
Containing 18,000 standard seats
a capacity of 20,000 people
It was used for the Artistic Gymnastics, Trampolines, 
and Handball in 2008 Olympic Game
It will be served as a multi-functional exercise center 
for local residents

TICKET:
¥：20.00 $：3.00
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2. places about Olympic Game
Olympic Park
It covers 12.15 square kilometers.
It included14 stadiums, Olympic Village, Media Centre, 
International Radio and TV Centre, National Sports Museum, 
China International Exhibition Centre and National Olympic 
Sports Centre. 
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2. places about Olympic Game
Olympic Park
After 2008, Olympic Park plans to become Beijing's biggest 
multi-function community with trade centers, business centers, 
exhibition halls, large-scale stadiums and entertainment facilities.

THROUGH TICKET:
¥：100.00 $：15.00
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3. Beijing daily life Shopping in Beijing
①XiDan shopping centre

② Wangfujin street  
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3. Beijing daily life Shopping in Beijing
③ SLIK street

 chinese traditional silk products 
exquisite handicrafts
many kinds of foreign well-known brands
2000 stores
Former President  George H.W. Bush，Mrs. Grove and many famous 
people shopped in slik street. 
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3. Beijing daily life eating in Beijing
①Quanjude roast  duck
Since1860

¥：250.00/person
$：35.00/person
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3. Beijing daily life eating in Beijing
② Beijign snacks

AI WO WO
Sticky Rice with Sweet Fillings

¥：50.00/lb
$：7.00/lb

Rolling Donkey
Flour-Pastry dessert

¥：25.00/lb
$：4.00/lb
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3. Beijing daily life eating in Beijing
② Beijign snacks

BING TANG HU LU
¥：5.00 ea
$：1.00 ea
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3. Beijing daily life eating in Beijing
② Beijign snacks

DOU ZHI

Mung Bean  drink
with fry ring and spicy pickles

¥：10.00
$：1.50

WAN DOU HUANG
Pea-Flour  cake

¥：40.00/lb
$：6.00/lb
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3. Beijing daily life eating in Beijing
③ DONGLAISHUN HOT-POT
instant-boiled mutton

¥：100.00/person
$：15.00/person
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3. Beijing daily life living in Beijing

① siheyuan (quadrangle)
Consists of houses on its four sides

main house

side houses

side houses

opposite house S

N

Southeastern
Corner

http://imgsrc.baidu.com/baike/pic/item/b110e61952dd1569dbb4bd7e.jpg�


Thanks!
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